
0:00  
passion for truth ministries shabbat shalom i'm jim staley i got my mic on this time for all of you 
that are in  
0:06  
english and uh for those of you that are in spanish should have been flawless our translator is 
translating and doing a  
0:13  
great job so thank the lord that we have people that are texting me and letting me know when it's 
uh when things aren't  
0:20  
working we are brand new at all this technology you can only imagine everything that  
0:25  
that is happening around me and having to to do this and do this in two different languages 
simultaneously which  
0:32  
we've never done before so i'm grateful to the lord uh for all the volunteers  
0:37  
that are out there you guys know who you are um half of our volunteer team is  
0:43  
latino and we are so grateful for you as well and uh we're thankful that we've got um  
0:49  
hundreds of people on our on our chat room it looks like in the spanish community as they're 
beginning to sign on and the english community we welcome  
0:56  
you as well we're going to take time today to break down this prophetic word  
1:03  
from the lord uh that was given a few days ago and i'm going to share how it happened  
1:09  
i'm going to share some of your comments of what your thoughts are we're going to break it 
down line by line  
1:14  
and uh just let this uh shabbat be blessed by the spirit of the lord so  
1:20  
before we begin let's take a moment and just invite the holy spirit uh the ruach hakadesh to  
1:26  
come into our our lives in this broadcast and give us clear understanding because if there's  
1:32  
anything i need to make very clear right up front is this is not going to be a guaranteed this is  
1:40  
what this word of the lord means that's not how prophetic words work  
1:45  
when the lord truly speaks if you've read ezekiel or daniel or isaiah or  
1:51  
revelation or any other time where the lord gives a prophetic word one of the hallmarks is it's 
typically  
1:58  



cryptic and it can have several meanings and if it's really a word from the lord  
2:03  
in my opinion based on my understanding as a bible teacher of the scriptures  
2:09  
then the holy spirit uses what's called the rhema word which is a greek word  
2:15  
that means like in the now what does the word mean to me personally  
2:20  
god is incredible at taking prophetic words that have all these different layers of meaning  
2:26  
and then make it personal to you in your own journey as well to as well as a  
2:32  
corporate meaning of what he's doing in the earth realm and this is exactly what we're seeing  
2:37  
with this word at least on our end we've received hundreds of comments and emails  
2:44  
and correspondence from people all over the world and how the father's been speaking to them 
this exact same type of  
2:51  
message and then also these really cool personal stories of how this message was  
2:56  
impacting individual lives in their individual situations and so uh that's  
3:02  
been something that has been a blessing uh to me is i can read my own life into  
3:08  
this message and so that is why i'm kind of giving this up front warning that we have to be 
careful because we can  
3:15  
interpret this and we'll likely interpret uh all prophetic words from our own perspective and our 
own  
3:22  
lens so however we uh whatever is happening in our current life we will  
3:28  
likely the holy spirit will use that word to impact us individually and so  
3:33  
there's all these different layers that prophetic words have you have the individual what it means 
to me  
3:39  
personally and it may be completely different than everybody else and then what it means maybe 
regionally and then  
3:44  
corporately as a body of messiah around the globe what is he doing in the earth realm and we're 
going to  
3:50  
talk about all of that but before we do let's begin to pray  
3:56  



father we just come before you and we thank you for your goodness we thank you for your 
holiness  
4:02  
and we thank you god that you love us so much that you come out of the heavens uh lord  
4:07  
to bring us your son yeshua two thousand years ago that made it possible for the  
4:13  
spirit to prevail in the earth realm inside of the temples  
4:19  
of flesh and so father we just invite you into this broadcast right now  
4:24  
that you would give us complete and total understanding that you would open  
4:30  
up your word to us that you would illuminate this word that you've given  
4:35  
both personally and corporately show us what you're doing in the earth realm so  
4:40  
that we can prepare for your coming father we thank you we love you we ask  
4:45  
and pray for all of those out there father that would call upon your name that would be uh  
4:52  
that would be against this word lord and looking for ways to push it down or to make it  
4:59  
not from you we pray father that you would open up their eyes and help them see what your 
spirit is doing in the  
5:06  
earth realm in yeshua's name and can i get allowed amen from everyone out there  
5:13  
amen all right  
5:19  
let's begin all right so um man where should we begin it's this is a  
5:26  
a lot here um ladies and gentlemen to go through  
5:38  
right i'm just going to start in the beginning if you want to pull up the transcript the transcript 
should be in the original  
5:45  
uh description of the video and you can follow along with me if  
5:50  
you'd like the transcript is extremely helpful it's like in some ways reading right out  
5:56  
of the scripture right whether you hear somebody speaking the scripture or reading it sometimes 
reading it  
6:02  
it carries more weight so that's what i'm going to do it says this is the moment of judgment 
among my people  



6:10  
the wilderness is over and the banks of the jordan overflow in excitement for this day  
6:18  
the mixture in the heart and on the hands of my people shall be no more  
6:24  
only those with clean hands and a pure heart shall pass only those that hold loosely to the  
6:30  
sands of their past will be chosen so i'm going to stop right there and  
6:36  
talk about this and give you my perspective of what i believe this means  
6:41  
so in the scriptures what the father's been telling me for over a month as i've been  
6:46  
preparing for this upcoming conference in branson missouri is that we are there was excuse me 
there  
6:53  
was a prophetic word that was given before i went to prison i was standing on the stage of 
passion  
7:00  
for truth and i started praying i didn't know that i even prayed this until years  
7:05  
later someone sent this to me uh and pointed it out that apparently i gave a prophetic word  
7:11  
that we were standing at the banks of the jordan river and we were about to cross over  
7:16  
and that everyone was going to be tested uh at the same level that i was being  
7:22  
tested at everyone else would be tested before he would allow us to to cross the jordan  
7:27  
so obviously that was six or seven years ago i don't remember  
7:32  
that uh hardly at all matter of fact at all i don't remember it but they reminded this to me  
7:40  
and i think it has great relevance because i believe prophetically where we're at on the timeline  
7:46  
is that we see cycles of prophecy that happen uh in circles so they happen over and  
7:54  
over again and i think that is part of what the deja vu  
8:00  
references that we're going to get to a little bit later are about is that you have the real time moses  
8:05  
coming out of egypt and going into the promised land and i believe that this generation is  
8:13  
following that pattern that started back uh in the early 80s  
8:19  
and interestingly enough in 1982 the council of world churches  



8:25  
voted to accept the messianic movement as a a real voice in the world  
8:33  
you can look it up just type in 1982 world churches  
8:39  
designate messianic religion or something to that effect so it this is an amazing thing because  
8:46  
that was exactly 40 years ago that was exactly 40 years ago and so we are  
8:53  
following i believe the prophetic timeline of coming out of egypt becoming a people of  
9:00  
influence and uh if that's the case then that 40 years later we're standing on the banks of the  
9:07  
jordan river and just like the children of israel did in uh the days of old three two three thousand  
9:14  
four hundred years ago we are now at the jordan river ready to cross into uh the  
9:20  
promised land again and so the father is giving us i believe corporately a word  
9:25  
from him warning that the days of the wilderness are over  
9:31  
and it's time to move into the prophetic promised land and there is going to be a  
9:37  
a split between the people of god that have been in the  
9:42  
wilderness and so this is fascinating to me uh because it says right here that the  
9:48  
mixture in the heart and on the hands of my people shall be no more that mixture was the 
original generation that came  
9:55  
out with moses uh who had the mixture of uh they're going to follow the torah but they're  
10:02  
also going to doubt uh the word of god they're going to doubt uh the whole  
10:08  
corporate entity that moses was leading and moving towards the promised land  
10:14  
they just had so much doubt remember they came into uh the land of canaan with the 12 spies 
and 10 of them came  
10:21  
back and said we can't beat the giants they're too big and so that generation was was called to  
10:28  
be in the wilderness for 40 years until they died out then joshua caleb generation  
10:34  
was allowed to go into the promised land this is where we're at right now we are at this moment 
where joshua caleb  
10:41  



generation is being allowed to cross over but everyone is going to be judged  
10:46  
and so let's continue it says i have set apart a new generation to carry my ark  
10:52  
that would be the joshua generation and to carry out my will i will wash the loose sand in the 
waters  
10:59  
of crossing this is beautiful a word matter of fact this is the first time  
11:05  
i've gone back through this and read this because it right earlier it says that  
11:13  
only those that hold loosely to the sands of their past will be chosen so  
11:18  
and then it says i'll wash those loose sands in the waters of the crossing how many of us struggle 
with our past uh we  
11:25  
struggle with looking into the desert constantly of things that happen behind  
11:31  
us whether that be someone that hurt you someone that molested you maybe very  
11:37  
traumatic things happen i had some very traumatic things happen in my life even in my ministry 
uh so i know uh what it's  
11:45  
like to be to be betrayed i know what it's like to be slandered to be gossiped i know it's like for 
for terrible things  
11:52  
to happen to me and uh it's very easy to want to stay in the desert and to nurse those wounds  
11:59  
and i personally believe and now again this is just my own life with the word that i got out of this 
was yahweh was  
12:06  
telling me look you need to hold loose to your past don't hold on to your past  
12:12  
as you move through the jordan if you let go of your past and don't  
12:17  
hold on to keep your hands up if you will the spirit says i will wash your past  
12:23  
away from you no one is crossing over with any kind of connection to the wilderness it's not  
12:29  
going to happen so that's what i'm getting from that is uh we need to move forward and and  
12:35  
make sure that that our past is in fact  
12:41  
behind us praise the lord i'm going to move this over here for just a second here  
12:49  



all right second paragraph i have put my hand up against all that is not purely of me and no 
amount of human equity will  
12:56  
bring to pass that which i've reserved for my chosen ones again this language is uh it's cryptic  
13:03  
but but like poetic at the same time because it says it no amount of human  
13:08  
equity uh meaning that no amount of human gifting talent no amount of of  
13:14  
persuasive speaking no amount of money resources is going to make any difference in the  
13:21  
world for you to get across to the other side there is one gate there's an angel at that gate and he 
is letting only  
13:27  
those uh that he has called and chosen to pass through so it doesn't matter how much equity you 
have in your life no one  
13:34  
is going to cross this river that has anything but the but the holy spirit equity  
13:41  
he says the wilderness generation was filled with jealousy deceit  
13:46  
wayward hearts and their own agendas we've seen this in our own ministry just  
13:51  
with the giving of this word there were people that instead of having the fear of god or the eyes 
to see in the ears to  
13:59  
hear what the spirit was saying they immediately attacked the word or more  
14:05  
importantly the messenger of the word uh as as being a fraudulent message without  
14:11  
even bringing it to prayer within seconds they were filled with jealousy deceit wayward hearts 
and their own  
14:18  
agendas this is not the spirit of joshua and caleb the spirit of joshua and caleb has the fear  
14:25  
of god built so deeply into their heart that when they see the giants when they  
14:31  
see things that don't make sense when they hear things uh that don't make sense they fall on their 
knees and say  
14:38  
father woe am i i am undone if this is of you then uh then open my eyes let me  
14:45  
test the spirits first let me go to the word of god first and see what's of you and what's not of you  
14:51  
and uh and then give me eyes to see because i don't want to miss out and so i do want to speak 
for a moment to all  



14:58  
of those that have been uh against this word or even against me giving this word  
15:04  
i just want to encourage you as your brother don't miss out on potentially  
15:10  
the one of the most amazing moments of your life without you even knowing it what if this is a 
word from god if this  
15:17  
is truly from the lord for us today then we need to be respectful of this  
15:23  
word you don't have to respect me that is not you don't have to respect the prophet or the one 
that's giving the  
15:30  
word in the scriptures you don't have to respect uh isaiah or jeremiah but if you  
15:36  
didn't know them at the time many people didn't respect them but god can give a prophetic word 
through a donkey can he  
15:42  
not and let us remember that it's not about the messenger it truly is about the message this is 
about god bringing  
15:49  
his people together in unity and love and leaving all of the loose sands of  
15:56  
our past behind us whatever that bitterness is whatever the anger whatever the hurt  
16:01  
that causes us to see things or people in a certain way i believe the holy spirit's saying he's done 
with that it's  
16:09  
time to put it behind us and let the brethren dwell together in unity that's what he's doing  
16:14  
so let's continue they spent no time in the dark with me and cared little about  
16:20  
keeping the law of the internal and eternal i love that what does it mean to spend time in the dark 
i believe that  
16:27  
means spending time in prayer isn't that good like go into your closet shut the door and pray to 
your heavenly  
16:33  
father isn't that what the scriptures say that's the dark so how often let me challenge you how  
16:39  
often do you spend time in the dark with the father matter of fact i i want to just share  
16:46  
with you uh before i go any further i have to to give a shout out to one of  
16:52  
my very good friends nathan harmon who encouraged me uh to spend time to to get  
16:59  



because i was working so hard 12 14 hours a day preparing for this conference i was having no 
time to be  
17:06  
able to even pray there was just no time i was working through dinner many times i go all the 
way till 10 30 at night and forget that  
17:14  
i even ate which fascinates my wife she doesn't understand how it's possible for me to not know 
that i'm hungry but i guess for  
17:21  
us workaholics that's what happens but i digress anyway he encouraged me to to uh  
17:26  
to pray and so i decided to get up a couple extra hours early get in the dark  
17:32  
in my studio right here behind me and pray before the lord it was on the third day  
17:39  
which i'm just now realizing that it was on the third day of my prayer that i received this word 
from the lord  
17:47  
so think about this for just a minute if i didn't get up that early that day three days in a row  
17:54  
to spend time in intimate prayer in the dark with the lord i don't believe i would have received  
18:00  
this prayer i don't believe this this this word would be blessing you the way that it has  
18:06  
so that just goes to show you how powerful it is to spend time in the dark  
18:12  
uh with the lord and it says they cared little about keeping the law of the internal i have never 
heard of that  
18:18  
ladies and gentlemen uh that did not come from me that is a brand new terminology to me the 
law  
18:25  
of the internal and eternal and as i meditate on that even now that i believe  
18:30  
the spirit's given me illumination that it's that internal law that is written on our hearts this is i  
18:37  
believe i could be wrong but i believe this is is hinting to the new covenant  
18:42  
that he wrote the law on the inward parts of our heart this is supposed to  
18:48  
be the torah written on our heart that puts love at the very center of uh  
18:54  
of everything and this is going to be one of the ways that yahweh distinguishes between the goats 
and the  
19:01  



sheep between the joshua generation and between those who will stay in the wilderness it will 
not be by their  
19:07  
knowledge it will not be by how long their z seats are uh it will not be on how much torah or 
how much scripture  
19:14  
they've memorized it will be based on how well  
19:19  
they display the image of messiah and that image is founded in god so loved  
19:25  
the world and so i believe that the law of the internal there many people are not  
19:31  
keeping there's people that come into the christian roots of their faith and they begin to follow 
bible things and  
19:36  
bible ways and call bible things by bible names as i like to say but the love of god is not inside of  
19:43  
them they don't love people they're constantly trying to find wrong in people point out the wrong  
19:51  
in people they've appointed themselves as the as the as the torah police  
19:56  
uh and instead of loving their neighbor and trying to elevate their neighbor through the how they 
live their life and  
20:03  
by encouragement and using the gifts of the spirit shall we remind you is love joy  
20:09  
peace patience kindness goodness faithfulness gentleness and self-control they break  
20:15  
all of the fruit of the spirit therefore proving that they are not of the joshua  
20:21  
caleb generation they are the generation of the wilderness that's the law of the  
20:27  
internal and the law of the eternal there are parts of the torah that will absolutely be done away 
with when the  
20:33  
messiah comes back did you know that there's all kinds of laws that were given to us paul says 
because of sin  
20:39  
and all of those laws are going to be done away with when sin is done away with there's going to 
be no need for  
20:45  
laws that deal with polygamy or divorce because it won't exist but there is an eternal law that 
exists  
20:53  
forever and that's the law of love let's continue  
21:00  



i hope you guys got some popcorn and a good drink with you because uh this could be a long day 
at this rate  
21:07  
that's okay shabbat what else we got to do let's talk about the lord  
21:14  
iniquity was found in them and the way was blocked by my very hand my holiness will not be  
21:20  
sold or cheapened and i will not be paraded on anything but the litter of my  
21:25  
word okay so that's supposed to be litter so if you are watching this and you're  
21:31  
on my staff that word needs to be changed to litter not letter a litter is what  
21:38  
kings of old were carried around on okay they were carried on a litter so  
21:44  
people had four uh staves poles that uh they carried royalty around on  
21:51  
streets and uh this was a fascinating phrase to me because i had forgotten all about  
21:56  
that word but that he says i will not be paraded on anything but the litter  
22:03  
of my word and i love that imagery because that says that the litter  
22:09  
uh is like the the the stagecoach of his word it's the word of god that is  
22:16  
the throne that's holding yahweh himself and he will be carried by  
22:22  
his word and i love that all those that choose to do so will find  
22:28  
the fate of ooza at their door and of course if you know the scriptures you know that uh uza  
22:34  
uh was walking next to the ark of the covenant and he saw the ark of the covenant as david was 
bringing it up to  
22:41  
his house he saw it begin to shake he put his hand up to stabilize the ark of the covenant and he 
was killed instantly  
22:48  
because david had it on a cart and did not know the law of god required that  
22:54  
the ark of the covenant be on a be carried by the priest if it was being carried by the priest the ark 
of the  
23:00  
covenant would have never started to shake off of the cart and thus uza never would have died so 
usa  
23:07  
technically died because of king david's lack of understanding of  



23:12  
the word of god now how is this relate to us today he says that anybody that chooses to  
23:20  
cheapen or parade a god by anything other than his word meaning  
23:26  
the traditions and doctors of man their own heart's agenda their own pride  
23:33  
they will find the fate of uza standing before them meaning that god's word does  
23:39  
not need to be it does not need to be stabilized it does not need man's fingerprints on the  
23:47  
ark of the covenant god does not need jim staley or any other bible teacher or  
23:52  
any other pastor around the world to touch the word of god and add to it  
23:58  
or take away from it or make it better when they believe that things are starting to get shaking we 
don't have to  
24:04  
manipulate the word of god it does very well on its own  
24:09  
all right let's continue he says now is the time and today is the day of the new season  
24:15  
this is the season of flooding okay now this is fascinating because  
24:21  
flooding uh in a a uh geographical place of israel typically happens in the  
24:27  
springtime when the jordan river overflows and so he's saying that now is the time  
24:34  
that springtime is actually going to be now not when it normally is so  
24:40  
in the physical realm flooding doesn't happen in israel till springtime in the spiritual realm 
yahweh is saying  
24:47  
no i'm speeding up time i'm starting the flooding now this season will bring the paradox  
24:55  
of flooding and dry land crossings why is that a paradox because you can't have  
25:00  
both you can't have it flood and you can't have dry land at the same time but  
25:05  
interestingly enough in ancient israel in the biblical text this is exactly what it says  
25:11  
and you can look it up for yourself but if i remember correctly it literally says that the children of 
israel crossed  
25:19  
over on dry land as the flooding water okay  
25:25  



was happening in the jordan river so it was flooding in the jordan river and yet there was dry 
land crossing  
25:33  
and by the way when did they cross uh that river when the in the spring when the river  
25:39  
was flooding so the paradox is there it says a tsunami is coming and will carry  
25:45  
my chosen ones in the spirit across the banks of the jordan into the first step  
25:50  
of the promised land their hearts are already being circumcised and the sands of their flesh  
25:56  
are being washed from them as they cross the dividing river that separates the way from the tin 
from the ways of the  
26:03  
two cryptic terminology absolutely amazing in my opinion uh  
26:13  
so i'm getting a text here  
26:21  
just give me one second here  
26:31  
hopefully this is uh working everywhere so in any case let's go back to the this  
26:38  
this this prophetic word it says that a tsunami is coming and will carry my  
26:43  
chosen ones in the spirit across the banks of the jordan into the first step of the promised land  
26:49  
now a tsunami is coming this means something um  
26:56  
very important to me prophetically because in prison i had  
27:02  
multiple multiple dreams and visions of a tsunami  
27:09  
and so this one kind of hit me when when this was uh when i was interpreting this  
27:15  
because i had dreams of tsunamis that were coming in my own personal life and ministry  
27:21  
and so that one kind of stuck out to me it says the first step of the promised land now the first 
step in the promised  
27:28  
land is when they crossed the jordan and they came to what's called the gilgal and i'm going to be 
unpacking a lot of  
27:34  
this uh at the conference because this prophetic word for me personally  
27:39  
is very much connected uh to my own life ministry what's going on at  
27:44  



this conference uh matter of fact let me just uh kind of give you uh a  
27:51  
um behind the scenes so about a month ago the holy spirit woke me up at four  
27:56  
o'clock in the morning now i wasn't too happy to be woke up at four o'clock in the morning but i 
knew  
28:02  
it was the lord and uh just like you know when you're when you're two-year-old is tugging on 
your  
28:08  
your pant leg and he won't stop until you say something that's what the holy spirit was doing so i 
got up  
28:13  
and by 5 30 in the morning the holy spirit had uh given me a prophetic word that i i could  
28:20  
hear is clear as day it was just a short phrase and it was this conference is  
28:25  
going to be the first step into the promised land and this word shook me because  
28:32  
uh it was it was almost verbal like it was very very clear in my spirit i didn't hear words  
28:39  
around me i heard this word inside of my spirit and it came out of nowhere and it  
28:45  
was clear as day i didn't quite know what it meant uh but i was so excited to  
28:50  
hear from the lord that i had not even really thought about the uh the word  
28:55  
itself and so until this came up and it said that the tsunami is coming it's going to  
29:01  
carry my chosen ones into the bank of the jordan into the first step of the promised land and that 
got my attention  
29:08  
and so i noticed that after giving this word  
29:13  
that a lot of this word was different parts and pieces that he  
29:19  
was downloading to me as i was preparing for this conference and asking the  
29:24  
father what do you want to say to your people i would over and over father what do you want to 
say to your people what  
29:30  
what do you want to say not what i want to say what do you want to say and how do you want to 
deliver this and he began to  
29:37  
give me just different parts of of uh what he wanted me to say and i  
29:42  



began to kind of put start putting my message together and then all of a sudden it was as the holy  
29:48  
spirit just that one morning i was praying in the spirit i was praying in tongues for about uh 30 or 
40 straight  
29:56  
minutes which is very unusual for me and i began to feel this presence come over  
30:04  
me near the end and i heard in my spirit uh  
30:10  
that i should record this or or something the effect it wasn't an exact  
30:15  
word but it was something like record this or write this down and so i took that  
30:21  
as the lord wanted me to record me speaking in and praying in tongues so i  
30:27  
hit my recorder i started praying in the spirit for another eight and a half minutes  
30:33  
and i thought that was the lord telling me to do that after i finished i realized as the spirit was 
trying to get  
30:40  
my attention that i i didn't understand him properly what he was wanting me to do was write 
down  
30:46  
what i was what i had just said in the spirit and of course i  
30:52  
had no idea what i was saying in the spirit with you if you uh whether you believe in speaking in  
30:57  
tongues or not or the gift of of tongues uh that's up to you i very much believe in it is very real in 
my life and i  
31:04  
think this word kind of proves it but when i finished i knew i was supposed to write it down  
31:09  
but i had no clue what am i supposed to write down and i know we received questions from 
people that said how did  
31:17  
you hear this well a voice did not come out of the heavens and say thus says the  
31:22  
lord that didn't happen but as i began to get on my phone i  
31:27  
started to type with my thumbs things that i heard in the spirit i  
31:32  
can't explain to you how i heard it if you've heard the voice of god you know exactly what i'm 
talking about and  
31:40  
i stopped after the first couple words and i'm listening to the lord waiting for him to to speak and 
he's he  



31:46  
spoke to me and said just type and so uh this amazing like  
31:53  
thing was happening where the lord was basically saying i don't want your brain to be a part of 
this i don't want you to think through this i want you to just  
32:00  
type and i will type through you so what happened was i just started to type and i knew what to 
type and i can't explain  
32:08  
to you how i knew what to type but i was just typing away uh texting this message  
32:14  
from the lord and everything i was hearing in the spirit i was just typing it out as fast as i could 
go matter of  
32:19  
fact i've never had this happen but i was typing for so fast and so long that  
32:25  
i had a cramp in my left thumb and i had to stop for a moment because that's how fast i was 
typing  
32:32  
and so for those of you that wondered how that happened that's how it happened uh it's hard to 
explain i just began to  
32:38  
type and and all this stuff began to to come out  
32:43  
anyway uh let's get back to this so now prophetically we're at the gilgal  
32:51  
we're in the place where israel camped for the very first time in the promised land says their 
hearts are already ready  
32:57  
to be circumcised and the sands of their flesh are being washed from them that means that god's 
going to do some  
33:02  
healing that's what i got from that he's about to do some incredible healing in the body of 
messiah that's out there  
33:08  
matter of fact let's just talk about this for a second you guys realize the gravity of the moment 
that we're living  
33:14  
in right now right this is the first time in 2000 years that there has been a  
33:22  
codified a body of messianic believers who believe in the torah but believe in yeshua that  
33:30  
are organized enough to start creating doctrine and creeds and  
33:35  
relationships and congregations like you realize that right this has not happened before israel  
33:42  



became a nation and in the uh 60s and early 70s when the jews for  
33:48  
jesus movement started and then it moved into the gentile movement and then messianic israel 
alliance uh  
33:54  
and then now like this we are the first generation okay since 2000 years ago so  
34:02  
please recognize the gravity of this moment in history of what we are  
34:08  
repeating this is the exodus the sec that really it's not the second exodus of the bible but this is 
prophetically  
34:15  
uh we're following along the same time period and it's this moment where god says i'm going to 
wash  
34:22  
the sands of their past away meaning whatever hurts whatever pain whatever suffering whatever 
trauma we've all gone  
34:28  
through because we've all gone through something is going to be washed away for those  
34:34  
that let him this is going to be a really big thing if you want to cross the river  
34:40  
jordan you need to let go of your past you need to forgive those who've hurt you you need to let 
it go  
34:48  
because you can't carry your past across the river says the lord the father says  
34:53  
you will go naked into this river and you will come out clothed in joy  
34:59  
and robed in my righteousness if you go down with a single piece of clothing on from your past  
35:05  
the father will turn you right back around and you'll find yourself on this side of the jordan  
35:11  
and bitter and angry and frustration will follow you all the days of your life because you'll have 
to watch  
35:17  
everyone else enter into the promised land this is the dividing river that separates the way of the 
ten from the  
35:25  
way of the two a clear reference to joshua and caleb being the two and the  
35:30  
twelve spies that were sent into the promised land to spy out the land  
35:36  
ten of them came back those ten were required to stay on this side of the jordan the other two 
joshua and caleb were  
35:43  



allowed to go in and i think that's beautiful uh poetry that the river is  
35:48  
called the river that separates the tin from the two you notice there's a lot of emphasis on  
35:55  
the river in this uh word and i believe because this river prophetically is  
36:01  
coming right out of the throne of god and it's the dividing demarcation in the sand literally it is 
the dividing uh  
36:08  
river in the sand that separates his people uh that are his is going to be his prophetic bride  
36:14  
and those that have chosen to stay in the wilderness by the way what's coming  
36:20  
to me even now for those of you that believe that keeping the torah makes you the bride  
36:27  
you are going to be sorely disappointed because god doesn't operate in our  
36:33  
theology he doesn't operate in static words of our belief system in other words just  
36:39  
because you believe that that the torah is for today does and you don't keep you  
36:45  
know pagan holidays and so on and so forth that does not make you the bride  
36:50  
okay uh any more than it did the pharisees of old who also believed in keeping the torah that  
36:56  
didn't make them any more special it was those who had his heart  
37:03  
and kept the testimony of yeshua by keeping the commandments of god that  
37:08  
is who the beast goes after in revelation chapter 12 verse 17. it's those who have the testimony of 
yeshua  
37:15  
it does not say that those who keep the commandments of god and hold to a belief in yeshua  
37:23  
it says and and and listen ladies and gentlemen i believe that god is speaking right now when i 
say the scripture says in  
37:30  
revelation 12 17 the beast goes after those who keep the commandments of god and hold to the  
37:36  
testimony of yeshua the testimony is a testimony of love of  
37:43  
sacrifice of forgiveness of compassion it's not intellectual belief that he's  
37:49  
the messiah only of course you have to believe that he's the messiah but the testimony of yeshua  
37:56  



was that he died and rose again this is the jordan river moment where we are dying to our flesh 
and our  
38:02  
past and we will arise anew that is the testimony my friends of  
38:08  
yeshua letting go of your past and moving forward in him that is the  
38:13  
death burial and resurrection is that not like the crossing of the red sea  
38:19  
where our sins are forgiven and we're given new life if it isn't that a child a baby that  
38:26  
comes through the water of the womb and becomes brand new creation this is  
38:31  
where we're at we're crossing the jordan and becoming a new creation  
38:44  
praise the lord you are living in the days of deja vu where things that were begun in the  
38:50  
flesh shall be redone in the spirit there will be a likeness of familiarity  
38:56  
but the mixture will be removed the end result will be my original plan  
39:03  
this is amazing to me because a day all of us have had deja vu that moment where you feel like 
you've been there before  
39:09  
like you remember this moment like you had a dream or something and like this  
39:15  
feels so familiar right i believe what the spirit is saying  
39:21  
is that there is going to be a likeness of what happened before but it's going  
39:28  
to be infused with the spirit what do i mean by that if this is if if my interpretation of  
39:34  
what i'm i'm seeing this is correct in the in the wilderness we had the original israelite  
39:40  
community that was um that was  
39:46  
walking in the flesh but they were had a semblance of power james says it this way  
39:53  
they have an appearance of godliness but they deny its power so there's two groups those that 
have the appearance of  
39:59  
following god and those that are following god and have power following god and i believe that 
he's saying that  
40:05  
we're about to experience the power of god a new generation the joshua generation that appears  
40:13  



okay to be like the old generation but is going to be refreshed with his spirit  
40:19  
and the power is going to come uh through them  
40:25  
all right it says and that's going to bring about his original plan the fingerprints and man 
signature power  
40:31  
of attorney will no longer have authority over my will in my ways in other words all the 
importance that man  
40:38  
thinks he is people that think they're important and they have positions of authority or power 
they will not be able  
40:45  
to affect his will at this point this is amazing to me because i feel in my spirit even right now that 
there are  
40:51  
people around the world with unbelievable spiritual influence pastors of that have mega churches 
unbelievable  
40:57  
millions of followers on youtube and so on and so forth and their influence is so great that  
41:03  
they've affected the the plan of god in the earth realm  
41:09  
and god says no more no more will people of influence uh be able to  
41:16  
affect or manipulate my will my original plan is going to happen  
41:22  
regardless of their so-called influence and he says those who refuse to strip  
41:28  
down naked before me will be stripped down naked before me and and before men the plagues 
of egypt  
41:34  
will track them down and their treasure and treasured calling shall pass to one  
41:40  
who truly bears no other name but mine there is an entire you guys realize there's hours and 
hours and hours of  
41:47  
content here that we could unpack and i believe what god is saying here is look if people do not 
surrender their  
41:53  
past and surrender their pride what's going to happen is i am going to surrender it for them  
42:00  
so we get in other words we are all going to bow the knee right when yeshua comes it's a matter 
of whether you  
42:06  
choose to bow it early and be exalted or he forces you to be to bow and you are  



42:12  
demoted and i believe that these treasured callings there are some people in ministry that are so 
concerned about  
42:19  
their reputation they're so concerned about how many views they get how many subscribers they 
have uh for their own  
42:25  
puffed up pride's sake that they don't uh they're they refused to strip down  
42:31  
humble themselves and say okay this is what god is doing and uh and i need to make sure that 
that i leave my past  
42:38  
behind i leave my pride behind god's wanting to do get rid of the i i i and  
42:43  
and bring in the team team team this is not about 12 tribes anymore ladies and gentlemen this is 
about one nation under  
42:51  
god that is indivisible un indivisible with liberty and justice  
42:58  
for all right the times are short  
43:03  
and my will is sure the days of slumber are over and ephraim shall be awakened to the fields of 
his  
43:10  
former glory uh this is beautiful uh that if you're not familiar with  
43:15  
identity crisis i encourage you to go to my youtube channel and watch it it explains the two 
houses of israel  
43:22  
the northern ten tribes were called the house of israel or the house of ephraim or the house of  
43:27  
joseph had tremendous glory until they were taken in captivity into assyria in  
43:33  
722 bc and and ephraim or joseph lost his glory  
43:38  
ezekiel chapter 37 which i think this might be a hint to uh is  
43:44  
where it talks about the bones of joseph coming back together to form one new man  
43:51  
uh where joseph resurrects i believe this could be a hit to exactly what's about  
43:56  
to happen is that the first generation the bones of joseph uh uh were were  
44:01  
buried in in israel and in the valley of the dry bones and now  
44:06  



prophetically at the time period that we're in if i'm hearing right as we cross over the the river 
jordan and  
44:12  
begin the conquest of the land uh bringing back uh what's rightfully ours in the prophetic realm  
44:19  
then we are going to see ephraim this movement  
44:24  
uh within a movement begin to have movement in other words it's going to god is going i'm 
seeing right now my in  
44:29  
my eye and my spirit adam laying down and as as a uh um just a body  
44:37  
and then the spirit of the lord breathing new life and he became a living nephesh a living soul i 
believe  
44:43  
that's exactly what god is doing is that the messianic movement has been just a really uh barely 
existing body that's  
44:52  
been on life support and the father is is going to resurrect a new one that's going to look like the 
old one deja vu  
44:59  
but he's going to breathe his spirit into it if he says my temple is being cleansed a  
45:06  
cleaned and the road of my spirit is being paved in the gilgal my true name will be known  
45:14  
now i'm not exactly 100 sure what this means but perhaps  
45:20  
what he's saying is that now this could be reading into this so forgive me  
45:26  
but if this word is primarily going out to all of those that uh that believe in the  
45:31  
front of the book as i like to call it and there's all this argument of  
45:36  
how to say his name uh you know is it yahuwah is it jehovah  
45:42  
is it jehovah is it yahweh is it whatever it may be  
45:47  
perhaps he's being literal that his true name uh will be known uh very soon in  
45:53  
the prophetic realm but i believe also there's a deeper meaning here that god's name is not  
46:01  
found in how we pronounce it right like i know i just stepped on a lot of toes of sacred namers 
that believe that the  
46:08  
name is so important that if you don't say it right god somehow can't hear you but i believe that 
the  



46:16  
name of god in scripture and this is not my belief system this is just scripture  
46:21  
name is authority that's what name is in scripture that's why they didn't have  
46:26  
last names in the bible they only went by first names uh right yeshua ben joseph it's yeshua the  
46:34  
son of joseph the name was found not in the person's name but in the one from  
46:40  
which they came the authority and reputation of the one that came i  
46:45  
believe uh that perhaps that this new experience that we're going to have here shortly  
46:52  
um and if and if the lord if i'm hearing from the lord right it's going to start uh in with this 
conference at least in  
46:58  
my own life uh in branson missouri because he told me that the first step into the promised land 
was going to be  
47:05  
this conference so i'm not saying that that that's a global thing but in my own personal life  
47:10  
uh my first step is going to be with this conference that perhaps the true authority  
47:18  
that god's name has is going to be manifest uh moving forward  
47:24  
my heart shall be infused into joshua and caleb and the power of their unity shall make the 
foundations  
47:31  
of the earth shake this is amazing because it shows the  
47:36  
heart of god is in unity so if you are not in unity okay with uh  
47:43  
those that are in the body of messiah or you are in disunity with your brethren  
47:48  
the father does not look very kindly on that and to me this entire prophetic word is a giant 
warning  
47:53  
and that's why i think we should have the fear of god built inside of our hearts to recognize  
47:59  
that this is nothing but one big warning for his people get your act together the  
48:04  
scales are before you fear me drop your past uh do not hold on to your pride  
48:10  
humble yourself and start the process of getting along with your brother  
48:15  



and i believe uh that means your fellow brothers and sisters in christ that are christians okay so 
they might not do the  
48:22  
way that the bible thinks the way that you do bible things that's not your problem if the gospel is 
true and yeshua and  
48:31  
belief in the messiah is the demarcation good news that that  
48:36  
that he came to bring that all those who call upon his name shall be saved  
48:41  
and there are believers in messiah that believe in yeshua they believe in jesus  
48:47  
and they're doing their best to follow him there's nowhere in the bible that says that they are not 
going to make it in  
48:54  
the kingdom of heaven because they didn't believe in keeping the sabbath or  
48:59  
they didn't believe in this or didn't believe in that god is that judge so let's back off of judging our  
49:05  
brothers and sisters because if god himself says hey they're going they're going to enter  
49:11  
into my kingdom because they believed in my son and they've repented the best  
49:16  
that they know of their ways and that is the gospel then we need to respect the word of god  
49:23  
which says that those who call upon his name shall be saved that's the gospel let us not add to the  
49:29  
gospel and create a bunch of works righteousness your righteous works will  
49:35  
be judged for your reward but your the righteousness that gets you into heaven is not based on 
your  
49:41  
righteousness it's based on the christ righteousness the righteousness of yeshua all right but i  
49:48  
digress it says  
49:56  
that the chosen ones from the desert have been inaugurated even now for a task to take back what 
was before mine  
50:03  
and still is the wheels beneath beneath my throne are turning even now and the eyes of my holy  
50:10  
ones around me have opened wide in the desert to discern the hearts of men  
50:15  
this is incredible uh ladies and gentlemen because this gives a visual of exactly what and 
someone pointed this  
50:22  



out to me and i believe it's ezekiel where it explains that there are  
50:28  
cherubim that are underneath the throne of god that that there are wheels under  
50:34  
the cherub and it's the cherubs uh the wheels that are actually holding up the  
50:40  
throne of god uh so this is a validation of that  
50:46  
scripture where god is saying that the wheels beneath his throne are turning even now  
50:53  
and the eyes of my holy ones what's the eyes of his holy ones well if you know apocalyptic 
scripture you know that the  
51:00  
cherubs and the four living creatures have eyes all over them  
51:05  
everything their wings their legs their feet uh their faces all have eyes and he says  
51:10  
that the eyes of his holy ones are open in desert to discern the hearts  
51:16  
of men i can't imagine it meaning anything else um but perhaps it has another meaning  
51:23  
those who have called themselves my people are not all my people that's self-explanatory that's 
been  
51:29  
happening for thousands of years people think that they're god's chosen people but in reality uh 
not everybody even  
51:35  
says that about uh the house of israel he says those who were not my people have now become  
51:42  
uh the sons of the living god when he divorced the northern ten tribes they became not his people 
and then when  
51:49  
messiah came he prepared the way for those people to come back and become sons of the living 
god the four faces  
51:56  
shall discern and the wings of my throne shall blow back all those that have chosen to bring me 
an unholy sacrifice  
52:03  
of their own praise this is a clear allusion to pride ladies and gentlemen that people that are 
offering sacrifices  
52:10  
to father through their works they are proud of themselves i cannot tell you how many people 
come  
52:16  
into this movement and uh they are so proud that they found the  
52:22  



torah and they believe and god has given them incredible revelation about uh the  
52:27  
holy days and the feast days of the lord and how they relate to jesus in his first coming and his 
second coming that  
52:33  
they get a haughty spirit and so everything in them from that moment on is somehow turns to 
trying to  
52:41  
prove that themselves and their theology to their neighbor  
52:46  
that is a sacrifice of their own praise in other words the way that they're  
52:52  
worshiping yahweh the way that they're worshiping the creator is through their belief system  
52:58  
not through his image in the earth realm it's not on how yeshua did it of  
53:05  
express the truth through humility and love and peace and the fruits of the spirit  
53:12  
they're doing it through pride and their only existence is to tear down other people tear down 
other teachers or to  
53:19  
point out everybody else's faults that is a sacrifice of their own praise  
53:26  
this is the moment where the scale of prayer is before men i've never heard of that a scale of 
prayer  
53:32  
this is the time where the true weight of the worth of men will be before me all that is found 
lacking on that scale  
53:39  
will be burned in the fire of my very presence and all that is are fit artificially  
53:44  
placed there by the secret motivations of the heart will be removed not only  
53:49  
from the book of incense recordings but removed from the book of remembrance  
53:54  
of their very name let's unpack this for just a moment this is kind of crazy language because uh  
54:01  
crazy beautiful i should say but the scale of prayer he says the scale of prayer is before all men  
54:08  
and let me turn this off here  
54:15  
okay it says the scale of prayer is before men and the time where the true weight of worth of men 
will be before me  
54:22  
this means to me that god is going to measure us at this moment by how much we pray  
54:28  



matter of fact it started out this entire word at the very top did it not talk about uh those who 
would  
54:35  
be in the dark okay so those who are not spending time in the dark uh  
54:42  
we we talked about as prayer this is the scale of prayer so to me this is the father telling me uh 
you need to pray  
54:48  
validating the fact that uh he pressed it upon me uh about a week ago now to get up super  
54:55  
early and begin the process of being in the dark and praying which is super ironic because i'm 
just thinking of  
55:00  
right now when i was in prison the holy spirit told me that when i get out one of the first things 
that i need to  
55:06  
do is establish a prayer team to pray for this ministry that it cannot be built off of anything else it 
cannot be  
55:13  
built off me it can't be built off technology it has to be built off of prayer that is the scale and 
now this  
55:19  
makes sense so if you are not entering into serious prayer before the lord  
55:24  
right now then you're not taking this word seriously and if you don't take this word seriously you 
don't have to but  
55:31  
take the word of god as it stands in your own bible where it says that we should be praying 
continually and it  
55:36  
talks about getting up before the sun rises and and offering your prayers before men so i would 
encourage everyone  
55:43  
that believes in this word of god if this is true then we are literally standing before the edge of the 
river  
55:49  
and god is going to judge us based on how much prayer we are putting in prayer humbles us by 
the way  
55:57  
two loosening the sands of our past and three how much unity we are going to  
56:04  
be uh offering him because this is the only way to defeat the enemy on the other side of the river 
is through unity  
56:13  
he says that that uh their secret motivations of the heart  
56:18  



for those that don't do this will not only be removed from the book of incense recordings  
56:25  
i have never heard of this phrase in my life ladies and gentlemen never  
56:30  
i didn't even know it existed but i do know that revelation talks about uh that there were many 
books that were open on  
56:37  
judgment day perhaps the father is telling us that one of these books is called the book of  
56:43  
incense recordings and if you know enough about scripture you should already connect the fact 
that  
56:50  
the bible says that our prayers are the incense that comes before him the prayers of the saints are 
the incense  
56:57  
that rises before his nostrils in the throne of heaven so because he literally is saying the  
57:03  
scale of prayer is before us he's going to measure us partly by that prayer then apparently every 
single prayer that  
57:10  
we've ever prayed is literally being recorded as an incense before him so it  
57:16  
rises as incense but then it gets recorded in a book called the book of  
57:22  
incense recordings and i guess you could say it is the book of prayer recordings he's recording 
our prayers  
57:28  
that's amazing uh ladies and gentlemen this humbled me because  
57:33  
uh i don't want to get to heaven and the lord open up the book of of prayer recordings  
57:38  
and it'd be like you know a new testament leaflet all right or a track uh or notebook i want it to 
be this big  
57:46  
this thick where it takes forever uh for him to to go through every page uh so this has impacted 
me greatly  
57:54  
to begin the process of praying far more than i ever did before  
58:01  
the book of remembrance obviously i think that's a hint to potentially the book of life where our 
names are  
58:08  
recorded the time of empowerment has come and the groaning of my chosen ones have  
58:14  
been heard in the desert no longer shall they be unequally yoked with those that know not my 
heart and know even less  



58:20  
about my spirit or my true ways the yoke is being broke at the boundary stones of the river  
58:26  
and my angel is being recommissioned to lead my bride into the very soul  
58:32  
of my first step with them they will take back what is rightfully theirs what is rightfully mine  
58:39  
again as i read this again for the first time uh since i've i read it  
58:44  
there's so much here uh the the short i believe is that it's all  
58:49  
connected to the israel first generation that was split into and joshua generation went inside they  
58:57  
no longer were yoked with those that lived in doubt and were led by the spirit of fear and led by 
the core  
59:03  
generation and and the absalom spirit of uh usurping authority and and trying to  
59:10  
create division and all this stuff they're not going to be yoked with those people anymore and the 
yolk is going to get broke at  
59:16  
the boundary stone so if you don't understand the the uh the movement of the people of israel 
through the jordan  
59:22  
river they were told by god to take 12 stones one for each of the 12 tribes of israel  
59:28  
and put them in the middle out of the river right so that  
59:33  
that boundary stone of those 12 stones that separated uh the dead center of the river from the  
59:40  
joshua caleb generation and those that they were yoked with that's where it's going to happen 
because everyone's going  
59:46  
to try to try to cross and they're going to be turned back at these dividing stones  
59:57  
and then we will take back what is rightfully theirs what is rightfully mine says the lord uh and i 
believe that  
1:00:02  
that is the land the land of israel and i don't mean that in the literal land of israel but 
prophetically uh there if you  
1:00:09  
look at this prophetically the land of israel was taken over when jacob  
1:00:15  
moved out of israel into egypt because of the drought it was taken over by uh nomads the 
canaanites uh the jebusites  
1:00:22  



and all of the parasites that populated the land of israel that  
1:00:27  
land was holy i believe prophetically god is saying today that  
1:00:33  
my name is holy my ways are holy the way to me is holy  
1:00:39  
but 4 40 000 different denominations around the world  
1:00:44  
have polluted my way they are standing and squatting in my holy culture my holy  
1:00:52  
kingdom and it's time to take it back so i believe prophetically the land of  
1:00:58  
israel today in the spirit realm is taking back the biblical  
1:01:05  
christian culture if you will that's been polluted with the traditions and doctrines of men  
1:01:11  
and god says no we are going to take it back but we're not going to do it like the people in the 
desert by beating  
1:01:17  
people over the head we're going to do it with power paul said i didn't come with persuasive  
1:01:23  
speech i came to you with what power of the spirit of god so all these  
1:01:30  
scriptures are kind of coming in my head right now and i believe that the time of empowerment 
has come  
1:01:36  
where this is exactly what's going to happen is we're going to take back true early christianity 
and i know that  
1:01:43  
there are some uh that people that don't like to call themselves christians that's fine to me uh 
christianos which is simply a  
1:01:51  
latin and greek word put together it means christ little christ little messiah  
1:01:56  
that's exactly what we are we're supposed to be little messiahs little lights uh in this dark world 
and if  
1:02:04  
anybody has the right to call themself a christian i believe  
1:02:09  
it's one who walked as the early christians did where they believed in keeping the front of the 
book with the  
1:02:16  
power of the spirit that was found in the back of the book that's where we're at a very exciting 
time indeed where we  
1:02:23  
are taking back the kingdom culture uh and that kingdom culture is about to be  



1:02:29  
breathed into for i believe potentially the first time uh in in well over a  
1:02:35  
thousand years where the spirit of god is going to move love this next part the musicians  
1:02:42  
are being gathered and the warriors that have been trained  
1:02:47  
through the holy fires that flow from my throne are about to meet sweet smells of praise will 
once again  
1:02:53  
be before me and my presence and glory will once again be manifest before them  
1:02:59  
my friends this is amazing because this tells me again just looking at the biblical text  
1:03:07  
if i'm right and we're on the timeline just deja vu repeating what happened in the days of moses 
uh and joshua and  
1:03:14  
caleb and aaron that what we're going to discover is the same thing that happened at jericho  
1:03:21  
to bring the walls down was the musicians it was the worship  
1:03:27  
it was the worship team that went out in front of the army and the army the  
1:03:33  
theologians right they did nothing it was the musicians that came together  
1:03:38  
it was the voices of the unity of israel that brought down  
1:03:45  
the walls can i just prophetically invoke to everyone right now that the  
1:03:50  
only way for the walls of your life to come down is for you to enter into  
1:03:57  
worship and unity with your brother put away your past hurts  
1:04:04  
and begin to worship the lord in unity how good and how wonderful it is  
1:04:09  
for the brethren to dwell together in echad in unity as one it is one new man  
1:04:17  
that raises from the dead that will cause the giants to quake because they may be 32 feet tall my 
friends but when  
1:04:24  
you stack every single one of us all up together and side by side the giants are  
1:04:30  
the ones that are quaking in their boots i believe prophetically the holy spirit  
1:04:35  
is saying that he is going to gather together musicians from all around the world the best of the 
best of the best  



1:04:41  
and maybe someone on this broadcast is actually one of them maybe you are a levitical musician 
that someone that has  
1:04:49  
as much talent in the physical realm as anybody that is singing uh today in the  
1:04:55  
earth realm both secular or in christian music and god is going to call you right  
1:05:01  
now begin to call inside of you to release that talent in a new anointing  
1:05:07  
that is going to lead the children of israel across the jordan in the new conquest  
1:05:14  
i don't know what jericho looks like today but i know that this word is telling me that the 
musicians and the  
1:05:20  
worship of god's people are gonna lead it and that's just straight bible ladies and gentlemen and 
that excites me  
1:05:26  
because i love worship to no end and then it says the warriors who've been trained through holy 
fire this is  
1:05:31  
amazing and very personal to me because i feel like that god trained me through my fires of 
prison  
1:05:38  
that when he allowed the enemy to do what he did and i uh went to prison for  
1:05:44  
five years the fire uh that i was trained in that was the  
1:05:49  
the nebuchadnezzar fire if you will of shadrach meshach and abednego in my own  
1:05:54  
personal life to learn that that was straight that the fire of affliction is straight from the  
1:06:00  
throne of heaven my friends that that couldn't be any more bible i mean james says it consider  
1:06:07  
it pure joy to face trials of many kinds because the testing of your faith produces endurance and 
let endurance  
1:06:13  
finish its course so that you may be mature and complete not  
1:06:18  
lacking anything god trains his people through fire is what scripture says and those are his  
1:06:25  
warriors that are going to connect with the musicians i have no idea how this happens but that's 
what he's saying  
1:06:31  
you're living in the days of deja vu and once again my people shall see the  
1:06:36  



walls of the fortress obviously talking about jericho fall before them but this time before the  
1:06:43  
healing of their circumcision is even complete what this is amazing because in the gilgal  
1:06:51  
the first thing that happened was the children of israel had to get circumcised and  
1:06:57  
then it took time for that circumcision to actually physically heal before they could go and take 
on jericho  
1:07:05  
what this is saying what the spirit is saying is we are going to see a prophetic supernatural work  
1:07:12  
happen so fast in the earth realm that people are going to cross over by faith  
1:07:19  
the river jordan this separation of the ten and the two and before the circumcision of their  
1:07:25  
heart can be complete we're already going to see results in the spirit realm god is going to 
manifest himself in  
1:07:31  
incredible ways i feel it even now in my own life things are so fast happening in my life  
1:07:38  
in ministry right now i can't even begin to explain it to you for the past 18 months of my life i 
have  
1:07:44  
felt like i've been in the dark i've been wondering where do i fit in i'm just being honest i've had a 
really hard  
1:07:49  
transition coming out of my higher learning and training facility i feel like i've been in the dark 
not  
1:07:56  
knowing what god wants and then all of a sudden he flips the light on in the spirit i look around 
and i look  
1:08:03  
out this little window with all these controls in front of me and i realize that i'm i'm in a i'm in a 
spaceship  
1:08:08  
that's that's about to take off and i don't even know how i got here and so for me in my life that's 
how fast the  
1:08:15  
supernatural is happening visions and dreams are happening at even a quicker pace  
1:08:20  
especially from and i know this is happening in your life and some of you because you're sending 
me emails  
1:08:27  
showing me the dreams and visions that you're having which is incredible to me  
1:08:32  
he says uh before the horn is blown and before the enemy realizes his demise  



1:08:38  
the walls will fall the bones of joseph shall unite again there's the term unity  
1:08:43  
all those that are wanting to be independent contractors they will be left on the other side of the 
jordan this is only room for team  
1:08:51  
and the children of rachel shall arise to sing praises in a temple not made by human hands  
1:08:59  
no more shall weeping be heard and no more shall mocking be tolerated before me  
1:09:05  
my judgment is now and my grace will find its line at the boundary stones within the river of 
separation guys this  
1:09:12  
is so incredibly deep on so many levels uh because  
1:09:17  
it says uh that the children the bones of joseph shall unite we talked about that the  
1:09:23  
children of rachel shall arise to sing praises in a temple not made by human hands this is a direct 
connection to the  
1:09:31  
prophecy of the children of rachel uh both in bethlehem okay at the birth  
1:09:37  
of messiah uh a a a couple of years after the birth of messiah when when  
1:09:43  
king herod right started slaughtering all of the children that were two and under and that was a 
scriptural  
1:09:49  
reference to the prophecy of rachel's children weeping because she was taken  
1:09:55  
away into captivity in 722 bc and she never came back  
1:10:00  
the house of judah came back okay 586 bc she went into uh  
1:10:07  
captivity into babylon but 70 years she came back and that's why israel exists today because the 
jewish  
1:10:15  
the the the house of judah came back but the northern ten tribes they assimilated into all four 
corners of the earth and  
1:10:20  
they never came back and what this scripture is saying the original scripture is saying is that  
1:10:27  
rachel the children of rachel direct symbolism to the northern 10 tribes the  
1:10:34  
children of the north northern 10 tribes that were crying and weeping because their children went 
into captivity  
1:10:41  



no more shall they be crying they're going to sing praises in a in a temple not made  
1:10:46  
of human hands what is the temple not made of human hands but us we are the temple of the 
holy spirit and this is  
1:10:53  
saying that the bones of joseph which and the children of joseph which are rachel's children okay  
1:11:00  
that's us we're going to be raising from the spiritual dead and awakened and we're  
1:11:05  
going to start worshiping and praising god in our temples in such a way that it  
1:11:11  
will bring forth the image which casts the power of god  
1:11:16  
my goodness i'm learning a lot here praise the lord thank you father  
1:11:24  
this shall be a sign for this generation i will blast from my nostrils and the  
1:11:30  
river will open for my holy ones no resistance is their anointing you hear that ladies and 
gentlemen this is a word  
1:11:37  
for every single person that has chosen to leave their past behind to drop their pride make things 
right  
1:11:43  
with their brother if you have something wrong with your brother you need to make it right 
because if you don't if you do  
1:11:48  
not make it right with your brother you will stay on this side of the jordan god is saying look 
don't bring your gift  
1:11:55  
your sacrifice to my altar and have problem with your brother if you do  
1:12:02  
the father is saying through this prophetic word the spirit is saying no more this is your last 
chance this is  
1:12:09  
the moment where it all counts where my word will be not forsaken any longer you will not  
1:12:15  
ignore it if you do not make it right right now at least do your best to reach  
1:12:21  
out to those that have offended you or you've offended you will be left on this side of the  
1:12:27  
jordan he says and for those that do he says you will have no resistance in other words it will be 
like being at the top of a water  
1:12:33  
slide and as soon as you let go the water will carry you down the water of god's word will carry 
you  
1:12:39  



so fast so amazing yes there'll be scary tunnels that are dark yes there'll be fast turns but you will 
have no  
1:12:47  
resistance and you will fall only into one place and that is the water of his word the very hands  
1:12:53  
that are waiting for you to jump off that uh that diving board if you will  
1:12:59  
let go of the sides of that water slide your past and let god take you all the way to  
1:13:05  
your destiny favor shall flow from my throne and that which seems impossible will be their  
1:13:11  
daily food they will drink from my cup and i will commission them with anointing of nehemiah 
this tells us that god's  
1:13:17  
heartbeat is to rebuild the walls of jerusalem this all makes sense every all of this is connected 
like pieces to a  
1:13:24  
giant puzzle a menagerie he says  
1:13:29  
the anointing of nehemiah is going to come back that means that there is going to be a team that 
god is commissioning the king  
1:13:36  
is commissioning his people to rebuild they will be sustained and even funded  
1:13:41  
by unlikely sources as i transfer from one account to another while they're sleeping that means 
that there's going  
1:13:47  
to be some physical things in this earth realm that's going to have to happen that means that there 
is going to have to be something that needs to be funded  
1:13:55  
if i take that physically as uh financially then he is going to fund  
1:14:02  
this new movement just like he did coming out of egypt where he told them they all came out 
with gold and silver  
1:14:08  
to fund uh the movement of god to rebuild to build the ark of the covenant out of gold  
1:14:14  
in the same way any time that there is a spiritual move of god there is a great physical financial 
need  
1:14:21  
uh to move the move of god in the earth realm and in the way i'm seeing this is  
1:14:27  
exactly the way it was in the wilderness god moved them supernaturally in the earth realm and 
then there was a  
1:14:34  
financial need they took up offerings they built the temple of god so that the people of god  



1:14:40  
could be ministered to and uh the way i'm reading this is that god's going to fund this through 
very  
1:14:46  
uh unorthodox ways and i believe you can take that for your  
1:14:51  
own life that if you are part of this caleb joshua generation the father is going to provide for you 
too  
1:14:58  
because all of us are literally naked moving across the river he's going to have to give everything 
new  
1:15:07  
all we'll see but only those who have clean hands and a pure heart will actually eat from the  
1:15:12  
grapes and drink from the new wine of my favor news will travel far and wide just like  
1:15:18  
it did in original times that the giants are falling but only my  
1:15:23  
chosen ones will feel the shaking of the ground beneath their feet and by the way when when i 
wrote this  
1:15:30  
when i heard this in the spirit um it didn't write it i didn't write this down because  
1:15:36  
uh i knew it and understood it in the spirit but the the ground shaking is directly  
1:15:41  
referring somehow i knew this that it was referring directly to the giants falling it was the giants 
falling  
1:15:48  
hitting the ground that created the shaking of the ground only those that were actually on that  
1:15:54  
side of the river would feel the shaking everyone else would hear about it they would hear the 
great things are  
1:16:00  
happening but they would not be on the front lines to feel that ground shaking  
1:16:07  
the light of my flames will become more dim to those who chose to stay in the comfort of their 
own  
1:16:13  
desert they will retire into the sunset like they have retired the true power of my  
1:16:18  
word my love for them is great but my favor is with my chosen ones who left the  
1:16:26  
foreskins of their hearts on the hill at the crossing remember in scripture it  
1:16:31  
talks about uh the the hill of foreskins i don't remember what the hebrew uh  
1:16:36  



phrase is but it's where they all uh got uh circumcised and there was a giant hill  
1:16:43  
of foreskins they left the foreskins they cut away their past and their flesh they chose to  
1:16:50  
live by the spirit says the lord how do you put to death the deeds of the flesh by my spirit says 
the lord  
1:17:00  
it says they're going to retire and you know what something else that's amazing here i think a lot 
of people look down on the  
1:17:05  
children of israel because they were rejected from going into the promised land but god says he 
loves them like  
1:17:12  
is that not like the true heart of yahweh is even though they made some giant mistakes and they 
disqualified  
1:17:18  
themselves from going into the promised land he still loves them so much so that he lets them 
live in the  
1:17:26  
desert and build their cities and enjoy life and  
1:17:31  
they don't even know uh what they're missing matter of fact if you followed our ministry for any  
1:17:36  
length of time years ago i used to say this all the time from the stage but i used to say that 
sometimes the greatest curse is the  
1:17:44  
blessing that you don't even know you missed sometimes the greatest curse  
1:17:49  
is the blessing that you don't even know you missed and i believe the people that  
1:17:55  
are left in on the other side of the jordan they're not even going to know they'll hear of some 
amazing things but  
1:18:01  
then they'll just start to discount it and start living and serving god from the other side of the 
desert because he  
1:18:08  
loves them he's not rejecting them they rejected their inheritance  
1:18:15  
out of fear and out of a desire to not have unity  
1:18:20  
and by the way ladies and gentlemen this is a call for unity jim staley is not the same jim staley 
uh  
1:18:27  
after prison as the day that i went into prison i've i was calling for unity then  
1:18:32  



but now god's given me a heart for unity and there's a big difference between intellectually 
knowing that you should  
1:18:39  
be unified but be stuck in the pride and rejection and hurt that you have in your own life  
1:18:45  
from your own pain and being on the other side of adversity in the fire that comes out  
1:18:52  
from god's throne and being transformed into the heart of unity  
1:18:57  
that has humility and a desire to actually love people like god loves people  
1:19:03  
and that's where i want to be i want to just want to love people where god is loving them and 
sometimes i'm unlovable  
1:19:09  
ask my wife sometimes uh i'm not the nicest person that wakes up every day cheerful and  
1:19:16  
happy and holy i'm a real person just like you i get mad i get angry i make mistakes i say things 
that i don't mean  
1:19:22  
i have to repent i go to the bathroom just like everybody else but at the end of the day god says 
look  
1:19:29  
i want you to love like i love have compassion like i have compassion that's the people that's the 
character of  
1:19:35  
people that will cross the jordan he says  
1:19:42  
the memorial stones of manasseh are calling out and his children are being  
1:19:47  
moved into place a new season has come and with that a flood of favor for all  
1:19:54  
those that have ears to hear and eyes to see the seasons of my ways i'm going to be unpacking 
this more at the conference  
1:20:00  
and by the way if you're not signed up to come to this conference on january 29th if you're 
watching this before then 2022  
1:20:08  
i encourage you to come this is going to be an extraordinary uh event i believe  
1:20:14  
at least i'm feeling it in the spirit and there's been so much confirmation and things that are 
happening to make this happen  
1:20:20  
we have room for a little over 2 000 people i don't know how full we are right now  
1:20:25  
but i know we're well over 11 1200 but if you can make it to this conference i encourage you to 
come if you can't i  



1:20:32  
will be live streaming it as well but it will not be the same it will not be the same as being there 
and we will be live  
1:20:39  
translating this in spanish so if you are hispanic and you are  
1:20:45  
able to fly out or drive out and be here live you can just pull out your cell  
1:20:50  
phone and uh and pull up the youtube channel and listen in your earbuds uh  
1:20:55  
being there live is going to be a big difference than watching online i can assure you if you can't 
great then then  
1:21:02  
the spirit will move in your life online but i encourage you to be there if you can  
1:21:08  
he says uh a new season oh by the way the memorial stones of manasseh i'm going to unpack  
1:21:13  
that more because that memorial stone manasseh built an altar with minor memorial  
1:21:20  
stones to say hey our children have the right to come back  
1:21:26  
and claim this land we are not just because we decided to live across the river uh  
1:21:32  
he said i i am and they're part of the joshua generation uh group  
1:21:37  
manasseh said look we're building these stones so that future generations know we have the right 
to come back  
1:21:43  
this is that moment and i'm going to unpack more of that in my message on the 29th  
1:21:50  
but i thought that was really amazing a new season has come and with that a flood of favor for all 
those that have  
1:21:56  
ears to hear and eyes to see the seasons of my ways i think that's a direct  
1:22:01  
wink at the moadim of the lord the muaddim of yahweh which is the the uh  
1:22:07  
the feast days and festivals of the lord that those who have ears to hear and eyes to see the 
seasons of my ways i  
1:22:14  
could it could be taken two different ways it could be taken as the season of my ways meaning 
that i am doing  
1:22:20  
something new in the earth realm or it could be a direct link wink to his festivals understanding  
1:22:28  
passover and unleavened bread and first fruits and pentecost yom teruah  



1:22:34  
feast of trumpets yom kippur and sukkot understanding the seven holy days of the lord and the 
weekly sabbath which begins  
1:22:42  
everything he could be talking about that as well or both more likely both  
1:22:47  
that which remains will remain and that which will be shaken will be  
1:22:52  
shaken that which remains will remain and will be then carried under the wings of fire  
1:22:59  
into battles already won a direct connection and link to  
1:23:04  
the uh the cherubim possibly the angels with fiery wings  
1:23:10  
that will be carrying his people into battles that in god's book are already  
1:23:15  
one the walls of my city will be raised again connection to nehemiah and my ways will  
1:23:22  
be established among men although they will be despised by those that can still see from the 
other side of the dividing  
1:23:29  
river that flows from my throne this says that people on this side of the river are going to start 
throwing stones  
1:23:35  
as hard and as fast as they can they're going to despise matter of fact i will prove to you this i i 
can't see  
1:23:41  
everybody in all their comments right now because i'm talking but i would have i would have no 
doubt that  
1:23:47  
out of the thousands of people that are probably watching this broadcast and thousands and tens 
of thousands more  
1:23:52  
after this that there will be people be throwing stones immediately and  
1:23:57  
having not a clue that they're fulfilling the very word of the lord saying that those people will 
despise  
1:24:04  
this word and they will start to throw stones from the dividing river but  
1:24:10  
their voices and the stones will only go so far and then we will not hear or see from them ever 
again the echoes of  
1:24:17  
dissension are waning and the trumpet blast of my holy one that leads my people is drowning out 
the  
1:24:24  



frequency that has polluted my temple in other words the days of korra and his  
1:24:30  
people are over the days of rebellion and the wicked hearts of people and  
1:24:35  
pride and jealousy and envy are coming to an end and  
1:24:41  
the trumpet class of my holy one which i believe is a direct reference to the angel of yahweh that 
led his people in  
1:24:48  
the desert it says he went out in front of the people of god the angel of the lord who's been 
recommissioned now think  
1:24:54  
about that the angel of the lord that led the children of israel out of egypt  
1:25:01  
is being recommissioned again potentially for the first time in 3400 years he's going to be 
leading  
1:25:09  
prophetically his people across the river and into canaan into all these battles already won  
1:25:17  
and it's going to drown out the frequency that's polluted the temple in other words you know 
what the  
1:25:22  
frequency that pollutes your temple the spirit of fear i know i watched in  
1:25:28  
my own ministry as my former leadership was led by a spirit of fear and the spirit of fear caused 
them to not see  
1:25:35  
properly make decisions that they normally wouldn't make if they didn't give ear to that spirit 
and it destroyed  
1:25:42  
a temple of god it destroyed a work of god in our own personal lives if we bow  
1:25:50  
to a spirit of fear then we are destroying our own temple it's that frequency of fear  
1:25:56  
it's that frequency of doubt it's that frequency of uh uh  
1:26:02  
anger and frustration and bitterness and unforgiveness of our past that pollutes  
1:26:08  
the temple he says these are the days of separation circumcision and the release of my favor  
1:26:16  
these are the days of my holy flood these are the days that my holy ones will be drawn from the 
river and  
1:26:23  
separated from their brothers this is amazing this is a direct allusion to  
1:26:28  
moses being drawn from the river that's what moses means is uh  



1:26:33  
drawn from the river drawn from the water these are the days of my holy flood these are the days 
that my holy ones  
1:26:40  
will be drawn from the river and separated from their brothers that's exactly what happened to 
moses he was  
1:26:46  
separated from his family and then he was raised by royalty look at this they will be raised by the  
1:26:53  
royalty within my gates and empowered to lead armies unaware to  
1:27:00  
them at the moment at the moment i got to take a drink this is  
1:27:08  
ladies and gentlemen listen to this you if  
1:27:14  
you come through and cross this river you my friends  
1:27:20  
are going to be raised by royalty within god's gates and you will some of you will be  
1:27:27  
warriors that will be leading armies that you don't even see some of you have been servants for 
so  
1:27:33  
long and god says servants no more you shall be king of kings the lord says i  
1:27:38  
am the king of kings where are my kings i was in jerusalem in the old city in  
1:27:45  
2013 i believe i was giving a tour and i was in jacob's pizza  
1:27:51  
joint in the old city when a lady showed up and she was dressed in all white  
1:27:59  
she was a prophetess she said i never met her in my life she found me in the old city i could  
1:28:05  
have been any anywhere in israel she flew from a different country god told her that i was in the 
old city she found  
1:28:12  
me she gave me this prophetic word over my life it was the most strange thing that's ever 
happened to me by far and  
1:28:18  
i've had some pretty strange things but one of the things that she said as she was prophesying 
was she said  
1:28:25  
where she said i am the king of kings where are my kings  
1:28:32  
and she explained it prophetically that the lord was saying i am the king of kings where are my 
kings he's not saying  
1:28:38  



that he's the king over the kings of the earth only that's not what he meant when he when he said 
that he was saying  
1:28:44  
where are the kings of israel where are the kings and the priests that i have ordained to walk in 
my ways to do what  
1:28:52  
i've commissioned them to do and to banner my image before israel to take down the cities 
across the river where  
1:28:59  
are my kings says the lord and the father says some of you don't even know how many  
1:29:06  
kings that exist in the earth realm and how you are a king and a priest but the  
1:29:11  
father has been training you in the fires of adversity you've been serving and serving and serving 
and you're about  
1:29:18  
out of breath and you don't know how you're going to make it the father says you cross this river 
and you don't quit it's at that moment he's going to raise  
1:29:24  
you up and he's already commissioned you to lead armies that you're not even aware of wait for 
his promotion you've just been  
1:29:31  
in an interview for many years interview is over  
1:29:44  
he says this is the moment of salvation for my people and the songbird of spring  
1:29:50  
has already begun to pierce the darkness of winter remember we talked about the flood happens 
in the spring this is  
1:29:57  
amazing i never caught this before either the songbird obviously comes in the spring and he says 
no it's already  
1:30:03  
begun and it's piercing in the darkness of winter he's starting the spring rains  
1:30:09  
now in the most unlikely time in the winter  
1:30:15  
now i don't know where you might be uh watching this from so may not be winter where you're 
at but  
1:30:21  
in the united states it's winter and this is where the word was given  
1:30:26  
before he finishes his song my people will have crossed into their first step  
1:30:31  
of my favor this is one of the first prophetic time line  
1:30:37  
that we that we can see in this word he's saying that before  



1:30:43  
the songbird finishes his song  
1:30:49  
this group of people will cross over the river i believe what this is saying i could be  
1:30:55  
wrong but i believe that what he's saying is this is going to happen by spring between now  
1:31:00  
and passover in the springtime before that spring songbird finishes his song  
1:31:08  
there is a this move of god will take place that will be undeniable and unmistakable  
1:31:16  
all across the globe  
1:31:24  
the scales of prayer are before me and the hearts of those who call on my name are in the eyes of 
my fiery ones that  
1:31:30  
minister before me another reference to the scales of prayer he's is telling us this is super 
important  
1:31:40  
and it says uh  
1:31:46  
and the fiery ones are obviously a a representation or a symbol of  
1:31:52  
his angels his fiery angels cross over my beloved for you are mine  
1:31:59  
cross over in the midst of your brothers for they know not my heart of my ways  
1:32:05  
as they will be left to build their own cities in the very sands of their own minds again 
referencing the original  
1:32:12  
children of israel that stayed across the river and the brethren were divided into two  
1:32:18  
so there was for all intents and purposes in our language a church split  
1:32:24  
in israel half the church decided to stay on this side and operate in the sands of their own  
1:32:30  
minds which to me is an allusion to intellectual assent understanding the knowledge and their  
1:32:38  
puffed up minds of they believe how the bible is supposed to be interpreted  
1:32:44  
i call them torah terrorists people that are constantly feel like it is their job to correct  
1:32:49  
everybody on the internet every message that everybody gives and constantly pointing out 
everybody's  
1:32:55  
faults instead of letting their light shine they try to take uh water and put it on  



1:33:01  
everybody else's candle and let them know that they don't even have the right candle that  
1:33:09  
spirit is not going to be allowed to cross over  
1:33:14  
this church split the bible prophesies it happened in exodus right  
1:33:20  
when the children of israel were on one side and the joshua generation was on the other side i 
believe this is exactly  
1:33:26  
what's going to happen again there's going to be a split it says cross over in the midst of your 
brothers for they know not my heart or my ways it doesn't  
1:33:33  
say that they know not my ways they very well might know the ways of god they may be able to 
quote scripture left and  
1:33:40  
right tell you every nuance of the hebrew and how the torah works but if they know not his heart 
they are  
1:33:48  
a clanging symbol that means nothing the pharisees of old knew the heart  
1:33:53  
excuse me knew the torah very well they knew every law and how to operate it better than we do 
ever ever  
1:33:59  
will today but they didn't have the heart of god it's the heart of david that you always  
1:34:05  
looking for the judgment starts now at the feet of those carrying the heart of my true  
1:34:11  
covenant the boundary stones are being laid at their feet and the promise is secure  
1:34:18  
remember when the children of israel crossed over the boundary stones they crossed over  
1:34:24  
with the ark of the covenant and stood in the in the in the middle of the jordan muddy jordan 
river as the jordan  
1:34:31  
river began to be backed up upstream which by the way tells you tells me prophetically  
1:34:37  
that unlike the red sea immediately opening up before everybody there is going to be a 
supernatural move  
1:34:44  
of god to stop up the river upstream  
1:34:49  
and no one's even going to know it because it's upstream it's just slowly going to happen  
1:34:54  
that the the river starts to subside  
1:35:02  



let me check something here just to make sure we're okay  
1:35:12  
okay  
1:35:18  
the children of joshua and the daughters of caleb are about to eat from the fruit  
1:35:24  
of my land do not look back across the river from which i've taken you another that's one  
1:35:30  
of the things that you can tell about a word from the lord it's over and over have you ever read 
scripture where  
1:35:36  
the prophets will say the same thing over and over the word of god will say it ten different ways 
to try to get our  
1:35:42  
attention repent repent repent but he says it in in three different ways here he's saying the same 
thing  
1:35:49  
he says  
1:35:56  
do not look back across the river the sands of your past need to be taken off of you i'll do that 
says the lord when  
1:36:03  
you by faith cross the river but then do not look back what is looking back  
1:36:08  
doubt how many of us have heard god's word we've heard the spirit uh we've repented  
1:36:14  
of our sin and then we look back like a dog returns to his vomit we go back  
1:36:19  
you can go back across the river did you know that at any time just because you might be called 
to be joshua and caleb  
1:36:25  
generation and you have faith to follow god right now but the moment that you pick up the sins  
1:36:31  
of your past the moment that you turn around and you look over your shoulder you will become 
a pillar of salt  
1:36:38  
just because you start the race doesn't mean you're going to cross the finish line the lord says it's 
not even how you  
1:36:44  
start it's about how you finish should encourage those that have not had a very good start to  
1:36:50  
your walk with the lord and you know who you are because the father says now is the day  
1:36:57  
today is the day of salvation you can change how you walk  
1:37:02  
you can finish strong for the heads of grain are before you  



1:37:08  
even now harvest them and live in power for manna was only for the weak-hearted  
1:37:14  
i love that uh it says manna was only for the weak-hearted i never m my wildest dreams would 
have ever  
1:37:21  
looked at that scripture about god providing manna in the wilderness is mana for the weak 
hearted think about  
1:37:28  
it it's brilliant he's what he's saying is that the only reason why they had to provide  
1:37:35  
manna in the wilderness and the quail is because of the lack of faith  
1:37:40  
they were weak-hearted they could not follow god and trust him with just all of their heart mind 
soul  
1:37:46  
and strength so he had to do supernatural things in front of them  
1:37:52  
because their natural was not meeting their own supernatural inside of them  
1:37:58  
matter of fact there was one time in prison where i was begging to hear god's voice  
1:38:03  
and i heard the voice of god say why in my spirit i heard him say why  
1:38:10  
are you asking to hear my voice wouldn't you rather know my heart and then you would not have 
to know my  
1:38:16  
voice if you knew my heart then in every situation that you walk  
1:38:21  
into you'll know my voice why would i have to tell you what to do  
1:38:27  
if you already know what i would do because you know my heart that changed the way i pray  
1:38:34  
i encourage you to do the same he says but you my beloved are not weak but are strong in my 
spirit  
1:38:42  
the heart of david has been discovered in you an allusion to the scripture that god says that david 
is a man after his own  
1:38:49  
heart not because he was perfect david was egotistical at times paul was  
1:38:56  
certainly super egotistical at sometimes it's not about the perfection of the one  
1:39:02  
that's giving the message or the one that god's using it's not about your perfection it's about the 
try it's about the heart  
1:39:10  



that's behind the try he's the one who looks into the heart  
1:39:16  
and can read the motivations of the heart  
1:39:21  
he says you're strong in my spirit the heart of david's been discovered in you  
1:39:27  
my natural what's god's natural we call the supernatural right but in god's world  
1:39:32  
that's the natural that's why angels are not impressed with miracles they live in that realm  
1:39:38  
we're impressed with miracles because we live in the natural god says my natural will be 
manifested  
1:39:44  
in your natural and the manna generation will not recognize it from as from me  
1:39:53  
this means that the children of israel the doubting thomases that choose to not  
1:39:58  
walk by faith in this spirit-filled prophetic moment that's about to happen  
1:40:05  
god's going to manifest himself in incredible things amazing things will happen in the natural  
1:40:12  
those that are part of it will know it's god we'll know it's yahweh but those that are the onlookers 
they  
1:40:19  
will not see the hand of the father they will because they don't have the spirit of yahweh living 
inside of them to open  
1:40:25  
up their eyes in the spirit to see what the spirit is saying and doing to the churches they will see 
the natural and  
1:40:31  
they'll say oh that was this person manipulating that was just natural that was this that was that 
they will not see  
1:40:37  
the earthquake on the mount of olives be from the the the foot of our lord  
1:40:44  
because they will not have the eyes to see the messiah stepping onto the mount of olives to  
1:40:49  
make it shake they will only see the earthquake when the rest of us will say yeshua has  
1:40:55  
come and the mountain will crumble they will only see the crumbles  
1:41:01  
be not of that generation be the generation of the spirit  
1:41:06  
the heart of david has been discovered he says you shall eat from the fruit of the land i have set 
before you because  
1:41:12  



your faith has exceeded the need of a manna and you did not need to see the miracles to believe 
me  
1:41:18  
listen to this your satisfaction was just in knowing i was with you all along and boy that  
1:41:26  
ministers to me because when i was in prison i felt alone i was rejected by men i didn't get  
1:41:34  
i was rejected by so much it was so difficult and so hard so many people walked away from me 
when  
1:41:39  
they couldn't receive anything from me anymore and so many people doubted so many things i 
felt rejected and  
1:41:46  
despised without a doubt and this spoke to me because this says  
1:41:53  
that your satisfaction was just knowing that i was with you and at some point god had  
1:41:58  
to strip me of my own pride and my security of being validated by others how many of us live 
our lives to  
1:42:05  
be validated by others the the makeup that people wear the the  
1:42:10  
which i'm not saying there's anything wrong with makeup but sometimes people do they dress 
certain ways they want a  
1:42:15  
certain job they buy a certain house they they buy a certain car they want to operate act and dress 
in ways that  
1:42:22  
people will validate them because deep down we're all insecure and  
1:42:28  
what the father says is the joshua generation needs no validation for men  
1:42:33  
the joshua generation gets their validation in their trial just from knowing that i  
1:42:40  
am with them they don't even need to see me work says the lord  
1:42:45  
if you're a joshua generation you don't need to see miracles you don't need to ask why god why is  
1:42:51  
this happening why did my son die because of covid why did my dad die because of of disease 
you don't ask why  
1:42:59  
because you know so much that he's in control of this earth and every single thing that happens is 
because that he  
1:43:05  
allows it to happen and you know that every fiber of his being is nothing but  
1:43:10  



good and nothing but pure water flows from his throne that just because something  
1:43:16  
that is trial or painful or fiery significance in our eyes appears to be  
1:43:23  
negative you know that you don't walk by sight you walk by faith because you're a  
1:43:29  
joshua generation and you don't ask why you just believe that he is there and he  
1:43:36  
will manifest himself at the moment he chooses for how do you know that in your trial  
1:43:44  
he's testing to see the strength of your faith will you ask why  
1:43:50  
and doubt his goodness we say that god is good all the time all the time god is good  
1:43:57  
but do we live in such a place when negative things happen that we just  
1:44:03  
simply say god is good i don't like the way this feels but i'm so grateful that he's with me even if i 
can't feel it  
1:44:11  
that's the joshua generation and so your centurion-like faith  
1:44:18  
referencing to the centurion in the new testament shall raise up the gates of the ancient  
1:44:23  
of days that's a direct uh uh connection i don't know where the scripture is at someone  
1:44:29  
will post it i'm sure immediately in the psalms where it talks about the gates of the ancient of 
days i need to  
1:44:35  
look that up because i never thought about that till just now  
1:44:40  
but the gates of the ancient of days will be raised up by our faith by the faith of those that cross 
the jordan  
1:44:47  
in the land and and shall hear of the works i do before you  
1:44:53  
and he ends this and i love how he ends this to me this proves everything because this is the this 
is how almost  
1:45:00  
every prophetic word in the bible ends so humble yourself you can say repent  
1:45:06  
in place of that humble yourselves and bow before the scales i've placed at the river's edge  
1:45:13  
what is the scales that have now been mentioned at least three times i can count the scales of 
prayer  
1:45:20  
god is asking us to bow our heads this is the yom kippur moment of our  



1:45:26  
generation and potentially of the last 1800 years 1900 years since the days of  
1:45:33  
the early disciples were following the front of the book in the power of the spirit  
1:45:39  
maybe this is that moment where we need to humble ourselves and pray for my judgment has 
become says the  
1:45:46  
lord and the bridal gown of my beloved has already been taken to our chamber oh  
1:45:53  
my goodness what an incredible symbolism this is about a wedding  
1:45:59  
do you guys remember the parable of the ten virgins this is happening  
1:46:05  
the ten virgins according to this word this is the moment of the processional of the lord  
1:46:12  
this is the moment where god is going and getting the bridal dress for his bride and it's already in 
the chambers  
1:46:21  
the intimate chambers of the king for her to get dressed in  
1:46:28  
he says humble yourself before my scales my judgment has begun  
1:46:35  
and the bridal gown of my beloved is already in the chamber  
1:46:41  
that concludes the word of the lord when i heard this i was physically  
1:46:47  
shaking like a leaf as if i had like 10 cups of coffee inside of me  
1:46:53  
and i couldn't stop shaking even when i gave the word which if you haven't if you're watching 
this and you haven't seen the word the  
1:47:00  
video is in the description both in spanish and in english  
1:47:07  
and the reason i was shaking is because the presence of god will not leave you the true presence 
of god in my  
1:47:14  
experience does not leave you feeling very good about yourself i was convicted i was humbled i 
was  
1:47:22  
in fear of my life if you want to know the truth the the term fear of god took on a whole  
1:47:29  
new meaning because i know that if god weighs me on a scale of prayer  
1:47:35  
okay well if he only counts from the last week i'm doing pretty good uh but uh if if he goes back 
any further he's  



1:47:42  
gonna have to go all the way back to prison because that was the last time that i spent hours a 
day in prayer  
1:47:48  
the last 18 months i haven't done so well that's all changed now getting up  
1:47:54  
uh at the crack of dawn of before has never been easier you know why because  
1:47:59  
when god says that that you are at the scales of prayer and you know it with every fiber in your 
being that that's  
1:48:05  
him you're waking up and it's going to be real easy  
1:48:10  
because the voice of god is designed to awaken us that's what it's designed to do  
1:48:21  
amen and amen all right i'm going to take a couple questions for those that are out there  
1:48:27  
i won't be able to read them in spanish but if you have them  
1:48:33  
please go ahead and ask them anyway one of our translators might text  
1:48:38  
them to me in english i can i can read them so if you want to put your comments  
1:48:43  
i'll read them and if no one has any questions i'm going to go ahead and end this broadcast  
1:48:52  
i will tell you this my friends  
1:48:58  
all i know without a shadow of a doubt for jim staley's own life is god is saying  
1:49:03  
get before me before the sun comes up and pray humble yourself  
1:49:09  
make sure that you let go of your past make sure that if you have anything in any ought against 
anyone you make it  
1:49:15  
right i will reject you at the boundary stones of the middle of the river if you do not  
1:49:20  
you'll find yourself unintentionally hitting the ark of the covenant and dying rather than being 
empowered by it  
1:49:30  
and and to make sure that you are in unity with your brother i believe that we are at that precipice  
1:49:37  
my friends of one of the greatest moves that this world has ever seen uh in years and  
1:49:43  
generations upon generations i believe this is it i believe there is a potential because of all the 
prophetic  
1:49:49  



symbolism and hints of all these prophetic scriptures from the bones of joseph to the house of 
israel to rachel  
1:49:57  
there's so many things that are connected it's like the whole bible uh prophetically that was 
talking about the  
1:50:03  
end of times was put into one word and god's saying here's the answer you're looking for all 
these things to  
1:50:10  
happen in the earth realm the book of revelation daniel ezekiel god says why are you trying to 
figure out when i come  
1:50:15  
home what you should be doing is bowing the knee at the river because no one's crossing the 
river  
1:50:21  
until they bow the knee now humble yourselves now get your soul ready quit trying to figure out 
all the things of  
1:50:27  
the stars of when i'm coming back and start  
1:50:32  
having my back says the lord because this world is a dying generation that's not seeing my face  
1:50:39  
because i prophetically god says i gave you my image to be the light of my face  
1:50:45  
in the earth realm and you're not displaying my light therefore god says i've had it it's time  
1:50:52  
for the demarcation line in the sand to be put in the sand and for my people to  
1:50:58  
choose and i believe that's where i'm at i got to choose right now who i'm going to serve i have to 
choose if i'm going to cross  
1:51:05  
this river with clean hands and a pure heart and so do you  
1:51:10  
may god bless you and keep you may his face shine upon you  
1:51:15  
may his countenance be lifted up over all of us that call upon the name  
1:51:20  
of the lord and at the end of this day may god give us all peace  
1:51:27  
in shalom father i want to close this broadcast in prayer and i ask you in yeshua's name that you  
1:51:34  
would do what you promised to do that you would open up  
1:51:40  
this river that you would block the waters that you would carry  
1:51:46  
the ark once again into the midst of the river through your people  



1:51:52  
that you would call us and everyone that has ears to hear and eyes to see to the other side  
1:51:58  
that you would place us into the soul of your foot that you would empower your people  
1:52:06  
maybe for the first time in a very long time that this movement  
1:52:12  
and this book that we love so much that encases  
1:52:19  
your heart we pray that not we will not only interpret it from your perspective  
1:52:27  
but we would live it like your son lived it when he was here  
1:52:34  
we pray not for miracles but for your presence  
1:52:39  
for when your presence darkness flees and miracles just tend to  
1:52:45  
happen we thank you for letting us be a part of this moment  
1:52:50  
to hear this word god i pray for every single person  
1:52:56  
that is hearing my voice right now that you would heal them let now be the time where healing 
begins  
1:53:03  
let now be the time where the sands of our past fall from us  
1:53:08  
let your tsunami go father yahweh i pray in yeshua's name that you would let your hand down 
from holding back the tsunami  
1:53:16  
that you would let the waters come rushing in and heal your people god  
1:53:23  
bring them back to life physical spiritual emotional mental  
1:53:29  
in every possible realm let your spirit let your water flow  
1:53:35  
and let no one and no man be able to hold it back or say that it's not from you  
1:53:41  
because where there is liberty there is the spirit of the lord and  
1:53:47  
where the spirit of the lord is there is liberty father bring freedom bring liberty  
1:53:54  
to your people lead us and guide us  
1:53:59  
as you did on that side on this side of the jordan  
1:54:06  
circumcise us in the foreskins of our heart and let us be found  



1:54:12  
as one before your throne amen  
1:54:18  
and amen bless you my friends and  
1:54:23  
we will see you soon shalom shalom 
 


